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ALL ROADS LEAD TO  
FREEDOM IN THE ULTIMATE  
HOME ON WHEELS

 A state-of-the-art Jayco Motorhome lets you say hello 
to a whole new world of sights and experiences, without 
waving goodbye to all the comforts of home.

 Road trips and touring holidays have never been easier,  
or more enjoyable. When the next adventure beckons, 
you just climb into the driver’s seat and turn the key. 
Coast… countryside… mountains… the choice is yours. 
When you arrive, you simply switch off – in every sense – 
and relax.

 For enhanced drivability and fuel efficiency, each Jayco 
Motorhome is matched to a European turbo diesel  
chassis – Mercedes or Iveco for the larger, more luxurious 
Optimum Motorhomes, and Mercedes, Fiat or Renault 
for the more compact, value-packed Conquest range.

There are four cabin length choices in the CONqUEST 
range, six floor plans, and the option of a high roof 
cab with large double bed, or low roof cab with extra 
cupboard space. Depending on configuration, it sleeps up 
to four. With the OpTIMUM, you have the choice of two 
cabin lengths.

 As you would expect, both Motorhome ranges are 
equipped with all the modern conveniences, with the 
Optimum also boasting slide out sides to maximise  
interior space. Like every Jayco, our Motorhomes  
are built to last and offer you all the advantages of  
Jayco ownership, including:

— nationwide support from Australia’s largest dealer and 
service network, comprising more than 100 locations 
around the country;

— 24-hour roadside assist* for three years, ensuring you’re 
only ever a phone call from the support you need; and a

— comprehensive warranty, comprising a 12-month 
warranty on the cabin, and a three year/200,000km^ 
warranty on the chassis.

Add up all the benefits, on this page and those that follow, 
and you’ll start to see why Jayco RVs are rated number 
one for value; and why, just as importantly, they’ll hold 
that value better than any other brand should you ever 
decide to upgrade.

100+ SERVICE  
AND DEALER
LOCATIONS 

3 YEARS’ / 5 YEARS’ ON FIAT
VEHICLE COVER
12 MONTHS’
CABIN COVER

MORE  
FEATURES 
FOR LESS
  

A SMARTER 
INVESTMENT 
IN THE 
LONG RUN  

WARRANTY pROGRAM BETTER VALUE HIGHER RESALE VALUENATIONWIDE SUppORT

WHERE 
MOMENTS  

BECOME 
MEMORIES

…
that’s where a Jayco

will take you

 Front cover image: Conquest shown with optional alloy 
wheels and Carefree Fiesta Awning.

 Right: Iveco shown with optional  bull bar and side steps.
* Vehicles are covered by the vehicle manufacturers/importers 

independent roadside assist program. Conditions apply. 
^ Five year warranty on Fiat. 

3 YEARS
24 HOURS
365 DAYS 

ROADSIDE ASSIST



Optimum Motorhomes raise the bar even higher. At the 
touch of a button, their lounge and bed area slides out to 
reveal a remarkably spacious and sophisticated interior, 
rich in five-star luxuries. Among them, a European 
kitchen with full-sized pot drawers and two-door fridge 
freezer, an integrated washing machine, satellite TV, 
diesel heater, leather upholstery throughout, and a large 
en suite, complete with separate shower and toilet.

1 Inside the Conquest you’ll find a place for everything and everything in its place. 
[Conquest FA.25-1. Optional leather shown]  2 Stylish, full-featured en suite bathroom  
with multiple cupboards and drawers. [Optimum IV.28-5]  3 Light up your day with the 
Dometic roof hatch.  4 Electric lift up bed disappears from view with push button ease. 
[Conquest RM.23-4]  5 3-way fridge/freezer switches automatically to the attached  
power source. 6 Catch your favourite shows on the 18.5" 12-volt LED TV with DVD player.  
7  Innerspring mattress with a pillow-top for maximum comfort.  8 ‘Soft close’ kitchen 
drawers operate at the touch of a finger.  9 Slide out sides create truly spacious bedroom 
and living areas at the touch of a button. [Optimum IV.28-5]

6 7 8 9
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WHEREVER YOU GO, LUXURY FOLLOWS

Stepping into a Jayco Motorhome is like walking into an 
architect-designed apartment. The seamless flow of living  
and leisure zones… the selection and placement of elite 
appliances and elegant appointments… the abundance  
of clever storage ideas – every aspect is detail perfect.

Conquest models, for example, boast large kitchens  
complete with 3-way fridge, cooktop and rangehood, 
microwave and a full complement of smartly placed 
cupboards and drawers. There’s no shortage of creature 
comforts, either, with an 18.5-inch High Definition TV with 
premium DVD player, air conditioning, LED lighting, deep 
cushioned seating and innerspring bedding all standard.* 

OPTIMUM [IV.28-5] InTerIOr

*Luton Peak bed supplied with foam mattress
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BUILT IN AUSTRALIA SINCE 1975 
AND STILL GOING STRONG

Jayco RVs have been helping Australians live their holiday 
dreams for 40 over years. We began in 1975, in the garage 
of a suburban home; our ambition, to build a better Camper 
Trailer. A decade ago, we expanded our range  to include 
Motorhomes. Today, Jayco is the country’s most popular 
RV brand, and our 20-hectare manufacturing facility in 
Melbourne employs a local workforce of 1,000+ people.
From that First Camper, Jayco has made high-quality 
products that offer outstanding value for money and lasting 
peace of mind—an advantage we deliver more than ever 
now through increased manufacturing efficiencies, new 
proprietary technology, and lightweight but super strong 
construction techniques like the JAYCO TOUGH FRAME.

Such innovations reflect our unique knowledge of 
Australia’s roads and climate, and our insights into what 
holidaymakers want and need. It’s why our recreational 
vehicles are more comfortable, more practical, and easier 
to use and enjoy. Why they last longer, with typically lower 
maintenance requirements. And why, when the time comes, 
your Jayco will reward you with a higher resale value than 
any other brand.

A LASTING LEGACY, FOUR DECADES IN THE MAKING.

Jayco has manufactured more than 170,000 RVs over  
the last four decades, and in the process, built an unrivalled 
reputation for quality and reliability. We’ve earned it by 
using better materials, more exacting craftsmanship,  
and ever-smarter design ideas and construction methods, 
for example:

— Our Eurostyle aluminium framed furniture features 
protective curved extrusions for strength and elegance, 
positive cupboard catches to secure your valuables in 
transit, and cabinet fronts that are screwed into place,  
not just stapled.

— Cushions are made from high-resilience foam, for years 
of comfort and support, and upholstery is treated with 
antimicrobial protection to inhibit mould, mildew and fungi, 
as well as dust mite protection to help prevent asthma and 
allergy-related conditions.

— Cabin walls are strengthened with Azdel panels,  
an odorless, formaldehyde-free composite that is  
50% lighter than plywood, resists rot, mould and  
water damage, and provides better thermal and  
acoustic insulation.

— The AL-KO Comfort Suspension (ACS) makes driving both 
safer and more convenient. Longer suspension travel 
and improved lateral stability provides greater safety 
and comfort. Upgraded front axle capacity (2300kg). 
Raises front ride height by 40mm. Fitted to FA.25-1 & 3 
as standard.

THE JAYCO TOUGH FRAME The Optimum and Conquest 
Motorhomes are each built with Jayco Tough Frame 
construction technology. Illustrated below, this five-
layer vacuum-bonded wall is both stronger than those of 
conventional ‘timber & tin’ aluminium clad RVs, and offers 
greater thermal and acoustic insulation.
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VEHICLE SpECIFICATIONS 

1. HAIL AND DENT RESISTANT,  AERODYNAMIC 
FIBREGLASS EXTERIOR  with a high gloss finish

2. EXTERNAL 3MM AzDEL to increase structural strength 
and insulation properties

3.  ALUMINIUM FRAME   – not timber – for extra strength 
and longevity, plus galvanised plating for secure fitment 
of internal furniture

4.  INTERNAL HIGH-DENSITY pOLYSTYRENE FOAM  
for superior insulation

5.  AzDEL 3MM BOARD,  CE coated for maximum durability

Conquest optimum
MODeL FD.20-1,4  

Fiat Ducato
FA.25-1,3  
Fiat Ducato  Alko 

Rm.20-4  
renault 
Master  

Rm.23.4  
renault  
Master

ms.25-1 
Mercedes 
Sprinter Super 
Single

ms.25-3 
Mercedes 
Sprinter

iV.28-5  
Iveco Daily

Length (mm) 6440 7990 6700 7260 7920 7920 8700

Width inc Awning (mm) 2390 2390 2390 2390 2390 2390 2390

Height inc A/C (mm)
LOW rOOF 3080 3100 3130 – 3070 – –

HIgH rOOF – 3120 – 3280 3190 3450 3470

Luton peak variations Low roof Low and 
High roof*

Low roof High roof Low and 
High roof

High roof High roof

gVM kg 4250 4490 3850 4490 4490 5000 7000

Towing capacity (kg) 
ball weight / braked

100 / 1500 100 / 1500 TBC 200 / 2300 200 / 2000 200 / 2000 300 / 3000

Fresh water (litres) 120 120 80 80 150# 150 240

grey water (litres) 75 75 75 75 80 80 80

Cab color White White / opt  
Metallic Iron / Black

White White White Silver / chrome 
grill

Silver

engine capacity (litres) 2.3 3.0 2.3 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.0

Configuration (Turbo Diesel) 4 Cylinder 4 Cylinder 4 Cylinder 4 Cylinder V6 Cylinder V6 Cylinder 4 Cylinder

Power Kw 96 130 110 110 140 140 130

Torque nm 320 400 350 350 440 440 400

gearbox 6 speed 
automated 
manual

6 speed 
automated 
manual

6 speed 
automated 
manual

6 speed 
automated 
manual

7g-TrOnIC 
7 Speed 
Automatic

7g-TrOnIC 
7 Speed 
Automatic

8 speed 
Hi-Matic  
Automatic

Fuel tank capacity (litres) 90 120 105 105 100 100 100

Driven wheels Front Front Front rear rear rear rear

rear wheel configuration Single Single Single Dual Super single Dual Dual

Tyre size 225/75r16 225/75r16 195/75r16 195/75r16 285/75r16 195/75r16 225/75r16

Wheel type Steel with 
Plastic Trim

Steel with  
Plastic Trim

Steel Steel Black Steel with 
Chrome Trim

Steel with 
Chrome Trim

Anti-lock brakes       

4 wheel disk brakes       

Traction control Traction + Traction + – –   

Stability control eSP eSP eSC eSC eSP eSP eSP

Driver & passenger air bags       

Laminated windscreen       

Power steering       

Cabin seat finish Cloth Cloth Cloth Cloth Cloth Two Tone 
Leather

Two Tone 
Leather

Driver and passenger  
swivel seats

      nIA heated 
suspension seats

Cabin floor carpet       

Arm rests     Single Single Single

Keyless central locking       

extra wide electric mirrors       

AM/FM tuner with aux input       

Bluetooth capabilities       

Multifunction steering wheel       –

Air conditioning       

Cruise control       

Leather steering wheel –  – – – – –

Satelite navigation system Portable Tom 
Tom

Portable Tom Tom – – Becker MAP 
Pilot

Becker MAP 
Pilot

igO    Technology

  Standard *  FA.25-3 High roof only #  75 litres as 4-berth



SpECIFICATIONS & FLOORpLANS

 

 KEY

1 Bed
2 Luton peak bed
3 Overhead storage
4 Seat
5 Table
6 Club Lounge
7 Microwave
8 Fridge
9 Pantry
10 Storage
11 Robe
12 Washing machine
 

FD.20-1

45
87 11

1

3

3

RM.23–4

6

5

AUTOMATIC
BED LIFTING 
SYSTEM2

11

3

8

7

MS.25–1

10

11

9

9

45

3

3

3

8

7

SLIDES OUT

EXTENDING 
LIFT-UP
BED

3

FA.25–3

4

4

5

9

11

8
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EXTENDING 
LIFT-UP
BED

SLIDES OUT

3
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2

45
9
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11 11

10

87

3

SLIDES OUT

FD.20-4   RM 20-4

6

5

8 117

AUTOMATIC
BED LIFTING 
SYSTEM

3

MS.25-3 

12

EXTENDING 
LIFT-UP
BED

4

3 3

3

45

9 11

8

7

SLIDES OUT

3

12

IV.28–5

44 5

3 3

12

3

8

7

119

11
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EXTENDING 
LIFT-UP
BED

SLIDES OUT

CONqUEST STAnDArD LICenCe

OpTIMUM LIgHT rIgID LICenCe

FD.20-1 FIAT DUCATO

length (mm) 6440 Seat belts for 4

width inc awning (mm) 2390
height inc air conditioner (mm) 3080

 luton peak low roof

MS.25-3 MERCEDES SPRINTER

length (mm) 7920
width inc awning (mm) 2390
height inc air conditioner (mm) 3450

  luton peak high roof

IV.28-5 IVECO DAILY

length (mm) 8700
width inc awning (mm) 2390
height inc air conditioner (mm) 3470

  luton peak high roof

RM.23-4 RENAULT MASTER

length (mm) 7260
width inc awning (mm) 2390
height inc air conditioner (mm) 3280

  luton peak high roof

MS.25-1 MERCEDES SPRINTER

length (mm) 7920 Optional 4-berth, 
talk to your dealerwidth inc awning (mm) 2390

height inc air conditioner (mm) LR 3070 / HR 3190
 luton peak low roof & high roof

FA.25-1 FIAT DUCATO / ALKO

length (mm) 7990
width inc awning (mm) 2390
height inc air conditioner (mm) LR 3100 / HR 3120

    luton peak low roof & high roof

FA.25-3 FIAT DUCATO / ALKO

length (mm) 7990
width inc awning (mm) 2390
height inc air conditioner (mm) HR 3120

  luton peak high roof

FD.20-4 FIAT DUCATO | RM.20-4 RENAULT MASTER

length (mm) 6440 6700 Seat belts for 4 
(Fiat Ducato only)width inc awning (mm) 2390 2390

height inc air conditioner (mm) 3080 3130
 luton peak low roof

Subject to compliance approval

Subject to compliance approval



FEATURES   Standard   Optional * Selected layouts
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Battery management system Setec 12V/240V  

House battery 100amp (2 on IV.28-5)  

Provision for 2nd battery (N/A IV.28-5)  

Drifter control panel with LED display  

Redarc Battery solenoid switching device  

LED Ceiling and reading lights  

LED strip lights to underside of Overhead Cupboard  

Ezi glide slide out kitchen pot drawers  

Stainless Steel Large sink bowl with chop and serve cover   

Rubber backed curtains removable & washable  

 

Dometic Hatch Roof 400x400  –
Dometic Hatch Roof 700x500 (2 on FA.25-1) 1 2

Positive cupboard door catches  

12V electric slide-out lounge  

12V electric slide-out bed*  

Pull out pantry in kitchen (N/A FD.20-1, FD.20-4 and RM.20-4) *  

Designer box pelmets  

12V internal power point in dinette seat base  

240V Power Points throughout  

Mapa removeable swivel table  

Modern enclosed shower design with exhaust fan  

Full height splashback to kitchen area  

Under seat and beds storage areas  

Flick mixer mains pressure tap to sink & vanity  

Additional internal TV point  

Vanity in bathroom  

Water Filtration system to sink  

Tinted push out European windows with built in roller blinds  

Appliances
Dometic Fridge RM2555 (FD.20-1,4, RM20-4)  –
Dometic Fridge RM4605 (FA.25-1,3, MS.25-1, IV.28-5)  

Thetford Fridge N-3185 (RM.23-4, MS.25-3)  

Cooker SMEV 4BG (SMEV 2 Burner on FD20-1 ,FD.20-4 and RM.20-4)  –
Cooker SMEV 4BO  

Electric element in cooker top x 1 (N/A FD20-1, FD.20-4 and RM.20-4)  

Microwave  

Air Conditioning Mach 8 Coleman  –
Air Conditioning IBIS Air Command  

Hot water service 22lt gas/240V  

Rangehood 12V LED twin fans  

Sphere Satellite TV System*  

Stereo Fusion CD/DVD/Radio System  
with external Speakers  

TV Winegaurd Aerial  

TV Winegaurd Sensor Pro  

18.5” TV/DVD Sphere LED 12V  

Washing Machine Sphere 3kg (Std FA.25-1,3, 
N/A FD.20-1, FD.20-4, RM.20-4, RM.23-4)  

Solar System 120 watt Conquest, 150 watt Optimum  

Thetford cassette toilet  

Onan 3.6 Kw Generator on IV.28-5 only * – 

Comfort
Upholstery Finish - Cloth  –
Upholstery Finish - Two tone leather  

Doona and Pillow cover set  

Lift up beds with Storage & Orthopedic Slats (extending for D/Beds)  

Innerspring Mattress with Pillow-top  
(no Pillow-top in electric bed models)  

High resilient Dunlop seat foam to dinette seats  
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Carefree Freedom electric box awning  –
Carefree Eclipse electric awning with LED Strip Light  
(N/A FD.20-1, FD.20-4 and RM.20-4) *  

Slide-out external kitchen - BBQ provision (N/A MS.25-3) * – 

External entertainment unit * – 

Fiberglass cab surround (on RM.20.4, RM.23-4) *  

RM.20.4, RM.23-4) *  

R  

4kg gas bottles x 2  

Lockable gas bottle compartment with bottles on runners *  

Wind down spare wheel carrier (N/A FA.25-1,3)  

Illuminated grab handle  

 

Electric step  

Slide out generator provision to suit Honda 20   
(N/A FD.20-1,  FD.20-4, RM.20.4 and IV.28-5) *  

External foldout Table (N/A FD.20-1, RM.20.4 and FD.20-4) *  

E  

LED  annexe light  

External double 240V power point  

Gas Bayonet  

Safety
 

Side LED running lights  

High level LED brake light  

Rear view screen single camera (mirror mounted)  –
Rear view screen two camera (mirror mounted)  

Solid ADR approved main door with gas strut *   

Roamsafe security door  

Seat belts to dinette seats  

Child restraint mounting points to rear seats 
(N/A FD.20-1, RM.20.4, RM.23-4, FA.25-3 or MS.25-3)*  

 

Construction
Euro Style furniture with aluminium corner styles  

Aluminium framing in dinette and bed frames  

Fiberglass fully insulated hail resistant Toughframe  

 

Lightweight Azdel ply composite to side frames and ceiling  

 

 

NATIONWIDE  SUPPORT

WARRANTY PROGRAM

BETTER  VALUE

HIGHER  RESALE VALUEROADSIDE  ASSIST

With more than 100 approved service centres nationwide, 
the Jayco support network is easily the best and most 
comprehensive in Australia. No matter where the road 
takes you, the expertise or spare parts you need are never 
far away.

The Jayco 12-month warranty is our promise that the RV 
you purchase will be 100% free from poor workmanship 
and material defects. Regarded as the industry 
benchmark, it lets you relax on your travels, safe in the 
knowledge that Australia’s largest RV dealer and service 
network has you covered.

Every model Jayco comes equipped with standard 

power is the key—nearly one in two RVs on Australian 
roads carries our name. We’re also the nation’s most 

these production advantages, we ensure Jayco remains 
Australia’s best value for money RV.

As you travel life’s journey your needs may change. Your 
growing family may outgrow your current RV. Or you may 
retire and want to upgrade before embarking on the big 
trip you’ve always dreamed about. Whatever your reason 

any other brand.

Every new Jayco RV comes with one feature that no other 
RV manufacturer can match— complimentary 24-hour 
Roadside Assist for three full years. No matter where you 
travel in Australia, as a Jayco owner, you’re only ever a 
phone call away from the help you need in the event of an 
on road emergency.

100

3

12

YEARS
24 HOURS
365 DAYS

A SMARTER  
INVESTMENT IN  
THE LONG RUN 

MORE  
FEATURES 
FOR LESS

SERVICE  
AND DEALER
LOCATIONS

MONTHS

CHOOSE JAYCO AND YOU’LL  
NEVER LOOK BACK

The freedom you experience when purchasing a Jayco 
extends beyond being able to travel where you want, 
when you want, for however long you want. There’s 
also freedom from worry.

It comes from realising you’ve chosen the best value 
RV brand that money can buy,  and that it will hold 
value better, for longer. It’s also the peace of mind of 
knowing  Jayco will always be there for you – through 

our comprehensive warranty, complimentary roadside 
assist service, or the convenience of Australia’s largest 
RV dealer network.

Freedom from doubt, from second-guessing, from 
‘what if’ – it’s the feeling only an Australian-made 

and only choice for so many.

+
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JAYCO OpTIONS

01 Carry two full-sized bicycles  
with these lockable, easy load 
bike racks (subject to rear 
overhang regulations).

02 Add extra front end protection 
with a strong yet lightweight, low 
profile nudge bar.

03 A high-strength bull bar provides 
maximum front end protection 
for your Motorhome. 

04 An external shower helps keep 
dirt and sand outside, where 
it belongs. 

05 Add a high-gain Satellite Dish 
to your 25ft Conquest and your 
favourite free-to-air TV shows 
can go wherever you go.

06 Custom enhanced graphics 
ensure your Conquest stands out 
on the road – and everywhere 
else. Contact your local Jayco 
Dealer for design options.

07 A 120W solar system 
with regulator gives your 
Conquest power to spare. 
For more power, upgrade to 
150W (standard on Optimum).

08  Optional alloy wheels in silver or 
black gloss finish (only available 
on Fiat based motorhomes).

04

03

07

01

ADD THAT pERSONAL TOUCH  It’s through individual touches 
that the Jayco you choose becomes your own truly personal, 
home away from home. That’s why we complement our range 
of feature-packed Motorhomes with a selection of high quality 
optional extras – all of them designed to integrate seamlessly 
with your Jayco, operate effortlessly, and look fabulous. A few 
examples of these are shown below.
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Two tone leather standard on Optimum, optional on Conquest. 
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FREEDOM OF CHOICE The freedom you’ll enjoy with 
your Jayco begins before you even place your order.  
We offer a wide range of great looking, hard-wearing, 
easy-to-clean finishes, fabrics and soft furnishings  
in both contemporary and classic styles, for you  
to choose and coordinate as you wish.

 Letto / Access Tweed  Scura Natural / Access Tweed   palm Leaf Shark / Access Tweed  zale / Cadel Charcoal

 Ferara Arrow / Jolimont Onyx

 Kascada Blue Swirl / Kascada Sand plain

 Letto / Metro Slate

 Kascada Black Wave / Kascada Black plain

 Carlisa Blue Hexagon / Metro Slate Carlisa Black Hexagon / Cadel Onyx
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 Taupe  / Sky Blue  Taupe  / Black Suave  Taupe  / Chocolate

 Carmague
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 Latte Gloss / Latte Matte  Latte Gloss / Furlo  Manaus Gray Matte benchtop (Silverline) Lucido Gloss / Latte Matte



Jayco Corporation owns the copyright in this Brochure. Unauthorised use, reproduction or adaption is forbidden and will be prosecuted. Due to ongoing improvement, 
the specifications in this brochure are subject to change without notice. ©JAYCO 2016 PO Box 636 Dandenong VIC Australia 3175. JAY647_0116

pROUDLY SUppORTING THE pURSUIT OF GOOD HEALTH Across four decades,  
Jayco has passionately supported community health initiatives, charities, sports 
and sporting teams. Our commitment to contribute to those in need, promote the 
benefits of an active lifestyle, and assist sports people achieve their potential –  
be it at elite level or grass roots – remains undiminished. Below are just a few  
ways we’re helping make a difference today. For more, visit jayco.com.au.

WOMEN’S NATIONAL BASKETBALL  Long time 
supporters of women’s basketball, Jayco  
is now naming rights sponsor for the Opals,  
the emerging Opals, the Under-19 gems and 
Under-17 girls’ national teams.

TO BE THE BEST, you need to work with the best

JAYCO.COM.AU 1300 JAYCO rV COnneCT 

Visit your Jayco Dealer:

STATE OF THE ART COMpLEX  
Built in Australia since 1975 - and 
still going strong. In 2007, Jayco 
moved into its current 50-acre 
state of the art complex at 1 Jayco 
Drive, Dandenong South, Victoria, 
with a purpose-built 60,000sqm 
undercover manufacturing 
complex. This is where all Jayco 
rVs are made.

Australia’s most recognised 
brand for quality and affordable 
recreational vehicles, Jayco is a 
great success story of Australian 
manufacturing.

employing over 1,000 Australians, 
Jayco continues as a locally owned 
family business.


